Reading and Resources

Recommended Reading List

- Everything you need to know about the Uluru Statement from the Heart - Megan Davis and George Williams
- Dark Emu – Bruce Pascoe
- My Place – Sally Morgan
- Growing up Aboriginal in Australia - Anita Heiss
- Talking to my Country – Stan Grant
- Welcome to Country – Marcia Langton
- Tasmanian Aborigines – Lyndall Ryan

Useful resources/links for further research

- [https://ulurustatement.org/](https://ulurustatement.org/)
- Teela Reid: One giant leap for Indigenous Australia, but let’s be clear about the Voice
- Dani Larkin: Indigenous constitutional recognition is needed to ‘shift national consciousness’
- Megan Davis: The Voice to Parliament: Our plea to be heard
- Victoria Grieve-Williams: In Aboriginal culture, healing after a conflict can only begin with a process of truth-telling. This is what Makarrata is about.
- Media Release - Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders People From Across Australia Make Historic Statement
- Referendum Council’s Final Report (delivered to Parliament 30th June 2017)
- Response to Referendum Council’s report on Constitutional Recognition
- Indigenous recognition: Turnbull Government’s rejection of Uluru Statement from the heart indefensible (Opinion piece)
- The Conversation – Listening to the heart: what now for Indigenous recognition after the Uluru summit?
- United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
- Three reasons why the gaps between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians aren’t closing
- 1988 Statement – Burunga Festival
- Yorta Yorta Elder William Cooper’s letter to King George VI (1937)
- Aboriginal petitions – Fact sheet 268
- Larrakia Petition (1972), Yirrkala Bark Petitions (1963)
- The Referendum Council website
- The Uluru Statement from Heart, One Year On: Can a First Nations Voice Yet be Heard?
- Documenting a Democracy – Yirrkala bark petitions 1963 (Cth)
- What is the Uluru Statement from the Heart
- Rediscovering the Heart – How the Uluru Statement got bogged in detail -
- Indigenous Voice to Parliament should be reconsidered
Prof. Megan Davis | A new path to reconciliation - Duration: 12 mins 30 secs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6J01MLokVy0

Tom Calma: The Co-Chair of Reconciliation Australia speaks to ABC TV News 24 about the Federal Government's commitment to progress a referendum to recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait peoples in the Constitution - Duration: 9 mins 43 secs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KHSRjv3VuM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR35g3nNiEGpTElP
XjLnoLJ_00Ct6UpsMNXojA-emMq68rlaZ5CXKKxHBl

Noel Pearson on the "The Uluru Statement from the Heart" - Duration: 7 mins 39 secs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7S9o3fA3twI

The University of Sydney - Ask us Anything: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People - Duration: 21 mins 04 secs
→ Is it ever OK to ask how someone how Aboriginal they are? Our students and staff answer anonymously submitted questions to confront myths and stereotypes about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

Minister for Indigenous Australians, Ken Wyatt commits to referendum on Indigenous constitutional recognition within three year - Duration: 50 mins 10 secs
https://www.facebook.com/NTVAustralia/videos/679719222505321?sfns=mo